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Tips for Building Knowledge Infrastructures

Theoretically, a knowledge infrastruc-

ture has three principal components

(Figure 1). The switchboard is the

invisible mechanism that connects

knowledge users to knowledge ser-
vices. Like the telephone switchboard,

the purpose of a knowledge switchboard

is to �do the job� quickly and efficiently,

over and over, and behind the scenes.

However, because it connects the users

with the services, the switchboard must

assume some façade so that it is repre-

sented to users; this representation,

which becomes the users� ticket to com-

mand and direct infrastructure func-

tions, is the knowledge user interface.

The willingness of organizational
users to access and use their

knowledge infrastructure depends

on the success of the user interface.
If the interface is too complicated or
cumbersome, many users will not
proceed further and will choose
alternative methods for essential
tasks, even if less efficient or com-
prehensive (Tiwana, 2000). Die-hard
computer buffs may brave any inter-
face; for many, however, �the appar-
el oft proclaims the man� (Hamlet,
I.iii.72), and a first impression gels to
a permanent judgment. Indeed,
assessing a program by way of its
interface is more than the case of a
book being judged by its cover, since
the interface needs to be actively
engaged to allow for entry into the
program.

KNOWLEDGE GEOGRAPHY 
One of the most common metaphors
for knowledge location and arrange-
ment within an organization is
known as �knowledge cartography,�
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The reality: too much information, not
enough knowledge. The challenge of any
Standard Knowledge Infrastructure (SKI) is
generally to connect the right users with
the right knowledge at the right time. True
– but let me add two critical parameters:
the right amount of knowledge that must
be conveyed, and – perhaps critically – at
the right cost.

The purpose of this note is to propose one
user interface, an interface that is
designed to optimally control floods of
knowledge and allow their conversion into
meaningful working knowledge. This
interface serves as an organizer of knowl-
edge for the users, the knowledge lead-
ers, the IT personnel that need to support
them, and the managers who must fund
and evaluate the overall value of the
Standard Knowledge Infrastructure.

The users’ first encounter with a knowl-
edge infrastructure is with the interface.
The interface is a set of signs that convey
meaning, much like words, pictures, road
signs, or gestures are signs. The signs of
the interface, be they verbal or graphic,
bridge between the user and the function-
ing program. The interface is the visual unit
that presents on the users’ screen and
through which they perform all knowl-
edge–related activities, and hence is cru-
cial to the success of the knowledge man-
agement system.

—Yesha

About Knowledge  
Management (KM)

Note #11: Introducing the Knowledge City:
A Proposed Metaphor for a Knowledge Interface

Figure 1. Knowledge Users - Knowledge Services Connection



or �knowledge mapping,� or as we
call it, knowledge geography. There
are many definitions of a knowledge
map; one representative definition is:
�The knowledge map is a navigation aid
to explicit (codified) information and
tacit knowledge, showing the importance
and the relationships between knowledge
stores and dynamics. The knowledge
map, an outcome of synthesis, portrays
the sources, flows, constraints and sinks
(losses or stopping points) of knowledge
within an organization� (Grey, 1999).
The idea is a simple one: take knowl-
edge points, be they origins, con-
duits, passageways, references, or
destinations, and plot them. In other
words, visually designate knowl-
edge sources.

A knowledge map is designed �to
guide people to knowledge resources�
(Allee, 1997, page 216). This notion of
guiding is important, for positioning,
locating, directing, orienting, and nav-
igating are as much a part of knowl-
edge management as they are of car-
tography. Maps can be spatial, pictori-
al, or hierarchical, as is common with
Internet sites.

Yet even more inviting than a hier-
archical map representation is a geo-
graphical map representation. It is a
familiar, easily-adapted, graphic tool.
Once the user learns how to read one
geographical map, which for most
people is a skill acquired in elemen-
tary school, one essentially knows
how to read any other, be it of a neigh-
borhood, a city, or a country. The
map�s components are easily recog-
nized houses, highways, streets,
parks, bodies of water; likewise its set
of relevant symbols, be they for rest
rooms, picnic areas, or filling stations.
Finally, one of the particular assets of
a map is its adaptability: just as towns
add new streets or re-route highways
without destroying the integrity of
the map, so a map as a graphic repre-
sentation of data, information, knowl-
edge, or any material can adapt to
changing needs and contents, all the
while retaining its basic structure.

A KNOWLEDGE
GEOGRAPHY INTERFACE
The discussion that follows explores
some of the components of a pro-
posed knowledge map interface and

their function as knowledge man-
agement tools. The map referred to
is the interface of ATO (A Typical
Organization), Inc., an organization
we have examined on previous
occasions (Sivan, 2001a-b). 

The �House� as a
Knowledge Service
We have previously defined a
knowledge service as �a collection of
knowledge views about a particular
subject matter� (Sivan, 2000). That is,
a service is comprised of arrange-
ments of knowledge about a certain
subject for certain sets of users. 

With this concept of a service, let�s
translate it to the metaphor of a geo-
graphical map. We can think of a
knowledge service as a �house,�
whose contributing knowledge
units become the �rooms.� A knowl-
edge house thus includes knowl-
edge rooms, which in turn contain
binders that are made up of pages.
Pages can be static or dynamic. A
static page, such as a Word docu-
ment, an HTML file, or a PowerPoint
presentation, is a fixed unit unless
specifically changed by an editor. A
dynamic page changes automatical-
ly based on data that it draws from a
certain source � for example, from a

database that lists all new prospec-
tive clients or from an Internet list of
all news items about the organiza-
tion�s competitors.

Let me illustrate a house, its
rooms, and their binders and pages
by way of two examples. Displayed
below are the hierarchically
arranged contents of two knowledge
houses from the ATO map interface,
one of ATO�s General Library and
the second on the Management of
Information Systems (MIS) at ATO.

Figure 2 demonstrates a generic
structure for a knowledge house.
Background information about the
house � its description, contents,
leader, relevant news � can be
accessed by clicking on the House
icon and name. Each House dis-
plays its own set of rooms, divided
thematically and furnished with rel-
evant material, binders and pages
alike. Notice that the Library
includes its own �Museum,� name-
ly, a room that stores old material no
longer in active use but which peo-
ple may still wish to view. For its
part, the MIS house is still partially
in the planning stage, with some
rooms, binders, and pages designed
but yet to be realized; hence their
status of �TBD�: To Be Determined.
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Figure 2. Sample Contents of Knowledge Houses

Legend:          - House          - Room          - Binder          - Page
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The purpose of this incomplete sta-
tus is to inform the user that such
material is intended for the house,
available at some point in the future.

What value lies in the notion of a
knowledge house? A house is a uni-
versally familiar object, enjoyed by
many and desired by others: in other
words, it has positive associations.
Owning a house fosters a sense of
pride and responsibility, and the
way in which it is planned and fur-
nished is a function of the owner�s
judgment. No two houses, albeit of
the same façade, share identical inte-
riors. Unlike a public park or a com-
munity center, a house is not open to
all people at all times; rather, its
owner determines entry and access.
Furthermore, a house is a site both
for storage and for activity. As sparse
as any house or room may be, one of
the functions of a house is its capaci-
ty to contain possessions � from the
items used on a daily basis to family
mementos boxed and unopened for
generations. Yet in addition to the
static nature of the contents, a house
is a dynamic location � people come
and go, interact, and change within
its walls.

The analogy that a house offers to
a knowledge service should already
be clear. A knowledge house is
�owned,� in effect, managed by a
knowledge leader. Managing the
knowledge house requires responsi-
bility and creates an opportunity for
renovation and innovation. Rooms,
binders, and pages are selected,
arranged, and even discarded at the
discretion of the owner, who is also
entitled to decide who may enter
any room or view any binder or
even any page. A knowledge house
is a means of storage, but at the
same time, may offer more dynamic
activities, such as Chat rooms, video
rooms, discussion groups, or even

places for completing and filing
forms. Finally, a knowledge house
will inherently be a familiar repre-
sentation to veteran and new users
alike, as well as a natural leap from
the traditional hierarchy of folders
familiar to people from Windows on
the PC or X terminals, or even the
equivalent from the Macintosh.

The �District� as a
Departmental Collection
of Houses
The role of a Standard Knowledge
Infrastructure (SKI) is to include and
manage many knowledge services,
or according to the geographical
metaphor, many houses. Houses
within a defined geographical loca-
tion are generally part of a neighbor-
hood or a district; similarly, knowl-
edge houses defined by their organi-
zational role are grouped in districts.
In other words, a district is the site
for a collection of houses arranged
on a map intended for a particular
set of users. It is an organizing mech-
anism, so that houses are nor ran-
domly scattered across the map,
with no logic to their placement. 

Figure 3 offers an example of the
Marketing district at ATO. It
includes houses for specific
Marketing needs, from CRM issues
to Potential Sales Leads. Each icon,
be it of a building or a house, or of
another graphic, symbolizes the col-
lection of rooms, binders, and pages
� in short, the knowledge contained
within that particular house, easily
accessed by a click on the house.
Within the district itself, there is an
internal division of the area into
three smaller areas. The area to the
far left, left of the curved blue line, is
�beyond the river.� It is the area des-
ignated for extra-departmental �
often extra-organizational � knowl-
edge houses that are important to

the workings of the department
itself, such as the Competitors
House and the Partners House in
the figure. Moving across the map,
to the immediate right of the river
and dominating the central portion
of the district, lies the area of core
knowledge � for example, houses
about products that can be market-
ed and about the sales force. Finally,
to the far right of the district lie
management houses that relate
specifically to the district, such as
�How to do it,� which outlines
knowledge related to organizational
methodology. There are many other
potential houses for the district; the
governing criterion for departmen-
tal district houses is their use as
work tools for members of that
department.

Perhaps the supreme value of the
district to the interface as a whole is
the logical grouping of some knowl-
edge houses together � and the
exclusion of others If we return to
one of the parameters of our open-
ing criteria of the SKI, we insisted
that the infrastructure must make
the right amount of knowledge
available in a meaningful way.
Organizing knowledge houses by
department confirms that the �nuts
and bolts� of HR, for example, do
not clutter the desktops of the
Marketing reps. In addition, it helps
define for the user on what level
s/he needs the knowledge of any
one house: while Marketing
Conferences may be of interest to
the IT staff, that knowledge is not
essential to their departmental
tasks, and therefore the house
would not appear in the IT district. 

The �City� as a Collection of
Districts on the Map
A typical complete map interface
will portray the organization as a
�city,� that is, a municipal unit that
stands alone, albeit is connected to
the outside world (over the bridge,
beyond the river). As a city, it is
composed of different areas or
neighborhoods, or in the terminolo-
gy of the interface, districts. Indeed,
the complete interface generally
presents different sets of three orga-Figure 3. Sample Marketing District on the Map Interface



nizational districts to each user, as
depicted in Figure 4.

The full map is the knowledge
interface of ATO. Here, each ATO
knowledge user enters the knowl-
edge infrastructure with a similar �
but significantly, not identical �
map. The upper slice will generally
be of the organization as a whole,
and will include houses that are rel-
evant throughout the organization,
as shown in Figure 5. 

Users may be frequent, self-moti-
vated users of these houses, or the
houses may be chosen for them �
that is, management may decide
that all users should have access to
certain houses within the organiza-
tion, even if they remain unvisited.
What is important is that the knowl-
edge user automatically identifies
with the greater organizational
whole on a daily basis, both visually
(through the map) and as a result,
conceptually. The district is also sig-
nificant in that it provides a com-
mon, unifying portion to the inter-
face across the organization.

The central district is the depart-
mental district, which we examined
above in our example of a
Marketing district and our discus-
sion of what constitutes a district.
Finally, the lower third of the map is
the personal district of the user,
who, permissions permitting, can
incorporate a variety of houses
within his/her district. Take John,
for example, who is an ATO sales-
person in the west coast division.
John�s top two strata will be the
ATO organizational and Marketing
districts, respectively, and will mir-
ror the maps of some of his col-
leagues. However, a look at the
lower personal district reveals a dis-
trict replete with houses different
from his colleagues� choices, rang-
ing from the QA house to a house
reviewing restaurants in the Los
Angeles area.

The city thus becomes a strong
organizing tool for ATO�s knowl-
edge users, but its real value is far
greater than that. It offers both a
visual and logical principle for
knowledge personalization within
the greater organizational whole.

Organizational members of differ-
ent departments share the upper
level, while for colleagues within
departments the two districts are
similar. The lower personal district,
however, ensures that no two maps
will be identical, and perforce
encourages users to choose knowl-
edge houses that particularly inter-
est them. The result: a knowledge
user is given access only to what
s/he needs and what is of interest to
him/her. Allowing houses from
other departments to be placed on
one�s personal district, however,
encourages the breakdown of
unnecessary barriers. That is, if the
Conferences House is not essential
to IT, but it interests the head of the

department, why should it be closed
to her? On the contrary, her interest
is piqued and perhaps she may
think along different organizational
lines, an example of flexibility most
welcome in large organizations.
This in turn encourages knowledge
generation and creativity, as well as
the cultivation of the knowledge
infrastructure itself by affording
each user an area for personal
design. Should this seems too much
of a �free for all,� however, the pos-
sibilities are easily curtailed by lim-
iting access rights to houses. 

Moreover, although we have pre-
sented the map as typically consist-
ing of three districts, in actuality it
allows for variations and adapta-
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Figure 4. Sample Complete Map Interface

Figure 5. Knowledge Houses in the ATO Corporate District



tions. For example, if someone
works within two departments or
has recently moved from one
department to another, the map
allows for the possible inclusion of a
fourth district. Or, a department
head may decide that different
houses within the district are more
important for some people than for
others, and place those houses
accordingly. Just as approaches vary
among urban planners, or urban
planners themselves will utilize dif-
ferent styles and methods in the
course of their work, so too the
infrastructure maps have the inher-
ent structural power to allow for
flexibility and adaptation.

CONCLUSION
A New Knowledge Discourse
Gradually there is a new kind of dis-
course on knowledge within the
organization. Instead of the more
typical �who knows about�� or
�how can I ever track down that
report,� other comments become the
refrain. �How can I see this on my
map?� indicates a desire to be more
involved with the knowledge in
question. Passing judgment on
another�s house, be it favorable or
unfavorable, also displays a greater
commitment to what the map looks
like and how houses are built.
Knowledge activities now make
sense, and are almost required to
sustain to sustain the logic of the
interface. Finally, the map encour-
ages knowledge generation, per-
haps one of the most important

potential assets to an organization.
Seeing and reacting to someone
else�s sales presentation, for exam-
ple, motivates the creation of one�s
own new, improved presentation.
This type of activity, renewal, and
creativity assists the organization
and the knowledge user alike - one
of the underlying goals of the
knowledge infrastructure.

The Value of the Metaphor
In particular, a geographical map as
the user interface for a knowledge
infrastructure allows all sorts of pos-
sibilities. Its immediate recogniz-
ability and set of familiar urban
associations lend it a supreme
advantage (Safdie, 1997). Divisions
into districts, zones, and other geo-
graphical neighborhoods divide
knowledge units, user groups, or
structural organizational levels
using a city metaphor that is
grasped intuitively by any user. A
bridge can suggest that another site,
although within the greater scope, is
less intricately connected. Similar
geographical map associations
abound. Perhaps most important,
however, is the understanding of
the dynamic nature of the interface.
A neighborhood, representative of
any geographical area, that does not
evolve is not long for the lasting.
New streets are added, street names
change, stores come and go, and
populations shift. In areas less pop-
ulated, topographies change, land-
scapes evolve, and ecological sys-
tems develop. Thus, be it natural

evolutionary shifts or more artifi-
cial, industrial transformations,
change is part of what defines a geo-
graphical area. Similarly, this
dynamism mirrors the vital nature
of a knowledge infrastructure.

There are of course many other
metaphors eligible for effective user
interfaces. The goal is to achieve a
unique combination of meaning,
ease, and aesthetic quality in one
package; in this way, a user who
works with a program will both see
it physically and be able to grasp its
value. As for the map interface pro-
posed above: we are looking for
your feedback � please explore the
theory and the possibilities of the
map at greater length (www.k2k.com
� and follow the links to the map).
Let us know what your impressions
are of the map as a working knowl-
edge interface, and share your com-
ments and experiences.  ➪
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Links to Knowledge Management Sites

K2K: www.k2k.com - with links to the map

Applied Learning Labs: http://www.learninglabs.org/ 

WebMap: www.netzapper.com

Huge City of Huge Click: www.hugeclick.com


